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(Wakayama et al., 2001).
Finally,  high  efficiency  in  generat-
ing mice  by  nuclear  transfer  from ES 
cells is consistent with the notion that 
the  pluripotent  epigenome  is  unpro-
grammed.  Indeed,  removal  of  DNA 
methylation does not cripple ES cells, 
although  downstream  differentiation 
is  impaired.  If  epiblast  and  ES  cells 
are  truly unprogrammed, self-renewal 
and  pluripotency  will  withstand  loss 
of  other  epigenetic modifications  and 
be  sustained  only  by  transcriptional 
regulators.  However,  reintroduction 
of  deleted  components may  be  nec-
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Compared to sperm nuclei, nuclei from adult somatic cells replicate inefficiently in frog egg 
extract. In this issue of Cell, Lemaitre et al. (2005) show that pre-exposure of erythrocyte 
nuclei to a mitotic extract removes this difference, reorganizes the chromatin into shorter 
loops, and allows replication at much shorter intervals along the DNA. Remarkably, these 
observations also explain an old mystery of why serial nuclear transplantation was so 
successful for cloning frogs.As  science  progresses,  a  trail  of 
unsolved puzzles and paradoxes is left 




Marcel Méchali’s  lab  (Lemaitre  et  al., 
2005)  that  solves  several  such mys-
teries at a single stroke. The Mechali 
study addresses the esoteric question 
of  why  the  DNA  in  nuclei  from  adult 
somatic  cells  of  the  frog  replicates 
more  slowly  than  the  DNA  of  sperm 
nuclei does when both are exposed to 
extracts  of  frog  eggs.  The difference 760  Cell 123, December 2, 2005 ©2005 Ein DNA replication efficiency has been 
an  unsolved  mystery  for  15  years. 
Lemaitre  et  al.  (2005)  now  demon-
strate  that  exposure  of  somatic-cell 
nuclei and sperm nuclei to an extract 
of  mitotic  cells  abolishes  this  differ-
ence.  However,  the  significance  of 
the paper by Méchali and colleagues 
extends  far  beyond  answering  this 
question.  Their  study  explains  the 
long-standing puzzle of why the serial 





The  key  advance  in  allowing  the 
development  of  tadpoles  gener-
ated  by  nuclear  transplantation  was 
the  performance  of  two  consecutive 
cycles  of  nuclear  transfer.  Embryos 
arising  from  the  first  cycle  of  nuclear 




produces  clones  of  genetically  iden-
tical  frogs  (Gurdon  1962).  The  frog 
embryos derived from the serial trans-
plantation of nuclei from differentiated 




remained  unclear  why  the  results  of 
serial  nuclear  transfer  were  so much 
better than the results of a single round 
of  nuclear  transfer.  Genetic  markers 
firmly  excluded  the  possibility  that 
this success was due to any contribu-
tion  from  the nucleus of  the  recipient 
egg. Furthermore, there was a second 
paradox  arising  from  serial  nuclear 
transfer  experiments.  Remarkably, 






embryos  that  looked  completely  nor-
mal  (Figure 1; Gurdon, 1962; Gurdon 
and  Laskey,  1970;  Laskey  and  Gur-
don,  1970).  Although  we  could  offer 
a  partial  explanation  for  these  para-
doxes (Gurdon and Laskey 
1970),  the  full  explanation 
has  waited  35  years  for 
the work of  Lemaitre  et  al. 
(2005).
Lemaitre  et  al.  (2005) 
compared  the  replication 
efficiency  of  DNA  in  frog 
sperm  and  erythrocyte 
nuclei  exposed  to  Xeno-




frog  somatic  cells,  sperm 
nuclei  are  able  to  replicate 
rapidly  after  fertilization. 
The S phase of early Xeno-
pus  embryos  lasts only  20 
min,  compared  to  many 
hours  in  adult  Xenopus 
cells,  which  divide  more 





(2005)  found  that  erythro-
cyte  nuclei  replicated  very 
inefficiently  when  com-
pared to sperm nuclei, syn-
thesizing  less  than  10% of 
their DNA in 3 hr. However, erythrocyte 
nuclei  could  be  induced  to  replicate 
just as efficiently as sperm nuclei if they 
were  preincubated with  a mitotic-cell 
extract  that  caused  them  to  undergo 
chromosome  condensation.  Not  only 
did the DNA of erythrocyte nuclei rep-
licate more efficiently after exposure to 
the  mitotic  extract,  but  DNA  replica-
tion was initiated with a much shorter 
periodicity,  a  characteristic  of  early 
embryos,  as  revealed  by  fluorescent 
labeling  and molecular  combing.  The 
average  spacing  between  consecu-
tive replication initiation sites along the 















The  increased  replication  of  eryth-
rocyte  nuclei  following  pre-exposure 
to mitotic extract could not be attrib-
uted to changes in either nucleosomal 
organization  or  acetylation  levels  of 
their chromatin. Interestingly, chromo-




addition,  Lemaitre  et  al.  (2005)  show 





been  preincubated  with  the  mitotic-
cell extract.
So,  if  passage  through  mitosis 
clearly resets the size of chromatin loop 
domains and the spacing of replication 










we  found  that  half-cleaved 
embryos  arose  when  the 
transplanted  nucleus  was 
located  at  a  distance  from 
the first mitotic spindle (Gur-
don  and  Laskey,  1970).  In 
this  case,  the  transplanted 
nucleus did not divide dur-
ing  the  first  division  and 
then  passed  intact  into 
one  of  the  two  daughter 
cells.  Only  this  daugh-
ter  cell  could  divide  again 
because  the  other  lacked 
a  nucleus.  Because  half-
cleaved embryos  like  these 
could  not  develop  beyond 
gastrulation,  serial  nuclear 
transfers  were  essential 
to  test  the  pluripotency  of 
their nuclei. At the time, we 
explained the superior serial 
transfer  results  from  half-
figure 1. Half-cleaved nuclei Are Better donors for the 










explanation  for  this  effect.  The chromatin  from a  transplanted nucleus 
from the half-cleaved embryo was reset by exposure to the mitotic cyto-
plasm, allowing its DNA to replicate much faster.Cell 123, December 2, 2005 ©2005 Elsevier Inc.  761
cleaved  embryos  by  the  fact  that  the 
transplanted nuclei  had  twice as  long 
to  finish  replicating  their  DNA,  having 
evaded  the  first  mitosis  (Gurdon  and 
Laskey,  1970).  This  may  still  be  valid 
as a partial answer. However, the pro-
found  difference  in  success  between 
half-cleaved and fully cleaved embryos 
as  donors  for  second  nuclear  trans-
fers was still surprising  (see Figure 1). 
Lemaitre  et  al.  (2005)  now  provide  a 
much better explanation than ours: the 
transplanted nucleus is reset by expo-
sure  to  mitotic  cytoplasm,  leading  to 
reorganization  of  its  chromatin, which 
allows for much faster DNA replication.
The work  of  Lemaitre  et  al.  (2005) 
is  important  because  it  defines  the 
relationships between mitosis, replica-
tion  patterns,  and  chromosome  loop 
organization.  It also has many poten-
tial applications. First,  it  increases the 762  Cell 123, December 2, 2005 ©2005 E
A brief inspection of the world around 
us  makes  it  readily  apparent  that 
most microbial activity occurs on sur-
faces.  From  the  slippery  rocks  on  a 
riverbed  to our own  teeth, virtually all 
exposed surfaces on this planet teem 













Microorganisms growing on su
of Cell, Ojha et al. (2005) investi
wall components that are requi
in these bacteria and the surprrange  of  nuclear  templates  that  can 
be  used  to  study  the  control  of DNA 
replication  in  Xenopus  egg  extracts. 




free  systems,  which  lag  far  behind 
their  Xenopus  counterparts  in  effi-
ciency. Third,  it might result  in greatly 
increased  efficiency  of  nuclear  trans-
fer  in  frogs.  Although  the  question 
that  nuclear  transfer  originally  aimed 
to  address—that  is,  whether  differ-
entiation  involves  irreversible  loss  of 
genes—has  been  largely  answered, 
there are still many unresolved  issues 
about  gene  regulation,  silencing,  and 
chromatin  modification  that  could  be 
approached  through  nuclear-transfer 
experiments,  particularly  if  pre-expo-






can  have  devastating  consequences 
(Parsek  and  Singh,  2003).  When 
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agents  and  develop  into  an  almost-
impossible-to-eradicate  reservoir  of 
bacteria  that  can  spread  throughout 
the body. In fact, many chronic bacte-
rial infections, such as those of Pseu-
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